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9780889953192 hc $19.95 9780889954083
pb $9.95 8.5x10.5, 32pp 5+ Thundering out
of the truck, Buster the bull gallops straight
through the doors of the Brown Palace Hotel
where, he confronts Alice, who works with her
mother in the hotel gift shop. Zack must act
quickly to save his new friend Alice and Buster
from disaster.

9781550414059 hc $14.95
9781550417852 pb $4.95
8x10, 32pp 4+ When
Grandma announces that
she is going to Greenland
for a year, her family
plans a surprise party. And
Joey learns that sometimes
a family’s secret recipe
contains the ingredients for
togetherness, not just pie.

9781550418002 pb $9.95 9.25x8.75,
32pp 4+ A child describes the circle of
her day, allowing us a glimpse into the
loving and accepting bond that exists
between a mother and child.
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9780889952225 hc $17.95
9780889952720 hc $11.95
8.75x12, 32pp 5+ From Arctic,
Bonhomme and Imax to kayak,
Ogopogo and zed, Eh? to Zed
takes children on an alphabetic,
fun-filled tour of Canada.

9780889952843 hc $9.95
8x11, 32pp 5+ Gwyn’s family
has travelled from Vancouver to
Nova Scotia, where they plan to
make their new home. Despite
her unease, Gwyn begins to
grow into this new place.

9780773730403 hc $9.95 10x9, 40pp
6+ There is a woman on our street they
call the Myth. She hasn’t left her house
in nearly twenty years. If strangers come
to call, she runs and hides herself away.
Some people say she’s crazy. But to me
she’s Emily.

9780773733152 hc $19.95 8x11,
24pp 4+ Who would imagine
all the night sounds that sing
together in one small house on
a hill? While the northern lights
dance and all of nature seems
to join in, one little boy hears
everything.

9781550050790 pb $3.95
5.5x8.5, 24pp 4+ Even though
their mothers take care to
protect the young, it isn’t long
before bear and boy find
themselves face to face. Then,
CLICK, the little hunter gets his
shot before the two go their
separate ways to find their
mothers again.

9781550417876 hc $19.95
9781550417890 pb $8.95
8x10, 32pp 4+ Father is afraid
of night-time monsters. But his
little boy patiently leads his dad
through the bedtime ritual in this
delightful twist on a common
fear.

9781550418088 pb $8.95
8x11, 32pp 5+ When Marietta
meets Piero, a young cabin boy,
she is envious of everything
he sees sailing the oceans—
mountains, meadows and seas
far from Venice. But Piero,
sold into slavery to the ship’s
captain, only dreams of staying
at home and learning to paint.

9780773729698 hc $9.95
8x11, 32pp 5+ Anna Pavlova
was once the greatest ballerina
in all of Russia. Now, she spends
her days dancing alone. So,
when Czar Nicholas pleads with
her to perform for his ailing son,
she must put aside her fear of
reappearing in public.

9781550051032 pb $9.95
8x11, 32pp 6+ This imaginary
encounter between Louis
Riel and a young boy brings
to light how insignificant
the differences between
people are, and the
tragic consequences of not
remembering how much we all
share.

9780773728653 hc $9.95
8.25x10.5, 24pp 5+ Eddie
Wing dreams of flying beautiful
silk kites like all the other kids,
but his family is so poor that he
can’t even afford to buy a kite
made of paper. CLA Book of
the Year Award for Children

9780773729971 hc $9.95 10.5x9,
40pp 6+ Bedard offers a glimpse into
the lives of Anne, Emily, And Charlotte
Bronte who would later give us such
classics as Agnes Grey, Wuthering
Heights, and Jane Erye.

9781550413502 pb $8.95 10.5x8.5,
32pp 5+ It is the irresistible tale of how
a cloud of melancholy is lifted by the
hand of a child. CLA Book of the Year
Award for Children finalist, IYL White
Raven Award

9781550051476 hc $9.95 8x10,
32pp 5+ The scarf will not
belong to the young princess for
long. A mischievous breeze will
tug at the scarf, uncoil it from
the little girl’s neck, and lift it
into the air. The young princess
will grow up, become queen,
and rule her people for many
years before she will see her
scarf again.

9780773730076 hc $9.95 8x10,
32pp 5+ Poor Yoanes has to
follow Grandmother all over the
family compound and coffee
farm if he is to discover all of her
secret hideouts. But she leads him
to the one place on the farm that
he is most afraid of. Will he dare
search any further?

9781550051520 pb $9.95
8x11, 32pp 6+ After a while
it was clear that Mr. Hiroshi
wouldn’t be coming home
from war. Still, Mary faithfully
kept her word all through that
long summer. IYL White Raven
Award

9780773733367 hc $19.95
9781550051223 pb $6.95
8x11, 32pp 5+ Now that her
mother is busy with the new
baby, Emily doesn’t have
anyone to entertain her—no
uncles or big sisters or aunts.

9780773732209 hc $11.95
9781550051605 pb $8.95 10x8, 24pp
6+ A young monk is moved by the
bravery of two children journeying alone
to the freedom of Nepal. He offers what
help he can—a hot bowl of soup, a warm
bed for the night—but he realizes their
best chance lies with Moon. She is the little
dog who knows the unguarded paths out
of the mountains, the very dog who will
leave an ache in his heart when she goes.
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Matthew’s Midnight Adventures. Join Matthew on his many midnight adventures in these classic favourites
by powerhouse team Allen Morgan & Michael Martchenko. Ages 5+, Grades SK+, 8 x 10, 32pp, Paperback $6.95

9780773758537 pb Turkeyball
is exactly like baseball with one
major exception; there are no
rules! The results are hilarious.

9780773761346 pb At midnight
Matthew awakes to find that the
money he planted in the yard has
bloomed into a money bush. As
Matthew is collecting his newfound wealth, he meets Fargo
and is invited to play an all-night
game of Midnight Monopoly at
the bank.

9780773759411 pb This time
Matthew’s on a mission to save
the entire city from flooding. It’s
all up to him and the midnight
plumber and they’ll need every bit
of their super powers to pull it off.

9780773760141 pb Matthew
is transported to the midnight
hospital where the antics begin
with some unorthodox surgery
and lead to a full-blown circus
complete with a family of flying
trapeze squirrels.

9781550415070 hc $9.95
9781550417838 pb $6.95 8x10,
32pp 4+ Omar loves drawing
pictures and wishes he could be
as good at it as his schoolmate,
Elsie. But when the whole class
goes ice-skating, Omar learns
that there is more than one way
to draw a picture. TD Canadian
Children’s Grade One Book

9781550419184 hc $9.95
9781554550333 pb $6.95 8x10,
32pp 4+ Omar quickly realizes
that he isn’t nearly as talented in
the water as he is on the ice. But
when a friend needs help, Omar
leaps into the breach. OLA Best
Bets

9781550415599 hc $19.95
9781554550494 pb $6.95 8x10,
32pp 4+ Like so many children
at Halloween, Omar can’t decide
what he should wear. Nothing
seems scary enough, and by the
time Halloween arrives, he still
hasn’t decided.

9780889951570 pb $9.95 8.5x11,
32pp 4+ On a dark and soggy
night, a bedraggled cat finds its
way into the ivy–covered Sylvia
Hotel in Vancouver’s fashionable
West End. Before long, Mister
Got To Go has become not only a
fixture at the hotel but a valuable
employee.
9780773762732 pb After
watching an action movie,
Matthew decides to make his
own film. He’ll play the hero and
his mom can star as his best girl.
But around about midnight, the
plot takes a bit of a twist, and
suddenly Matthew and his mom
end up in the zaniest action film
ever.

9780773758520 pb A fast and
furious midnight flight above and
below the ground!

9780195409697 pb $4.95
8.5x10.5, 32pp 5+ “Are you
going to be famous, just like
your father?” Jeremy didn’t
want to disappoint his dad, but
he wasn’t ready to make such a
big decision. He knew his ears
would turn red and he would
say what he always said... “I
don’t know.” As it turned out, this
night was different. This was the
night of Jeremy’s decision.
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9780773732957 pb Fuelled by
a full day of knocking down block
houses with his stuffed rabbit,
Matthew joins a midnight wrecking
crew, and another crazy episode
ensues.

9780773756977 pb $8.95
8.25x10.5, 32pp 5+ “Whenever
these skates come to someone
new, they always have three
fresh wishes inside. Try them.
You’ll see!” said the salesman.
“Sure,” said Joey, but he didn’t
really think so. Joey was wrong.

9781550418972 hc $19.95
9781550418996 pb $5.00 8x9,
32pp 4+ Set to the lyrics of the
seventh-inning-stretch baseball
anthem, Take Me Out to the Ball
Game is an exuberant romp. Share
in the excitement of banners, hot
dogs, a roaring crowd, rooting for
the home team—all part of the
glory that is baseball.

9780773730212 hc $9.95
8.25x10.5, 32pp 4+ To the
Wilsons, Deirdre was a very
special cat. Whenever they came
home, she was always there,
waiting on the braided mat in the
front hall. Then, one year a terrible
thing happened.

9780773760530 pb Matthew
meets up with Tooloose the
Wrecker, a wrestler who is looking
for a partner.
Also available in
a First Flight © reader. See p.57

9780773757011 pb $7.95
8.25x10.5, 32pp 6+ Jessica
inherits a silver locket from
her grandmother. It’s old
and battered and won’t open
anymore, but with its hidden
secret, it’s even more special
than Jessica can imagine.

9781550051414 pb $9.95
8.25x10.5, 32pp 5+ The story
of a young girl who spends
a magical day on the beach,
building a sandcastle. While she
works, the little girl’s imagination
creates a fairy tale adventure.

9780773760240 pb $9.95
8.25x10.5, 32pp 5+ For as long
as he can remember, Lionel has
wanted two things: all the ice
cream he can eat and the best
job in the world-to be a king
would be nice. Just when it seems
that he’ll never get to wear
a crown, something delicious
happens!

9781550418033 pb $9.95 9.5x9.5,
40pp 4+ Jocelyn loves her ballerina
dress. She never takes it off. But
when she is chosen to be the flower
girl at Aunt Judy’s wedding, she must
come up with a way to wear it at the
wedding! Will she manage it without
Mom and Aunt Judy knowing?

9780889953505 hc $19.95
8.5x11, 32pp 5+ The horses
of Sable Island are a national
treasure, not only because their
history dates back as early as the
settlement of Canada, but also
because their continued survival
showed the world that children
can make a difference.
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9780761451495 hc $19.95
9780761452904 pb $6.95 9x9,
32pp 5+ The story makes recycling
easily understandable to very
young children, and a “Recycle
Game and Activity” at the back of
the book invites little ones to make
their own calendar. An author’s note
adds another participation piece
by picturing 20 squares of recycled
papers and materials to find in the
illustrations.

9780773759312 hc $9.95
9.5x12.5, 28pp 4+ A little boy
befriends a gorilla and then
must say goodbye when the
gorilla returns home. Very simple
text.

9780773732964 hc $9.95
8.5x10.5, 28pp 4+ When that
bell sounds, everyone leaps
into action. There is a night fire
blazing and people must be
saved!

9780773730618 hc $9.95
Canada Only 9.5x9.5, 32pp
5+ A little boy happens
upon a tiny yellow spider
in the forest and becomes
captivated. As he watches
the busy spider weave and
work, his fascination draws
him in until every detail in the
spider’s world is as large and
vivid as in his own.

9781550416763 hc $18.95 8x10,
32pp 5+ A tempting boat trip
tests an alley-rat’s loyalty to her
best friend Priscilla. After all, she
can do a puzzle with Rosy any old
time; a boat trip is really special.
So why does Priscilla feel so ratty?
Mr. Christie’s Book Award Silver
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9781550417180 hc $18.95
8x10, 32pp 5+ The aspiring
dancer soon learns that a big,
determined watch-cat protects
the studio every night. How is a
prima ballerina expected to work
in these conditions? Mr. Christie’s
Book Award

9781550418859 hc $19.95
8.25x10.75, 32pp 4+ An
imaginative and endearing story
about what happens when your
temper gets the better of you,
Making Grizzle Grow is also about
real love—the kind that doesn’t
disappear just because you get
mad. A great book for lovers of
dinosaurs and fun in the snow.

9781550410976 pb $9.95
9x11.5, 32pp 5+ This is the
unforgettable portrait of Clee,
born to a remote farming couple
in the season of The Northern
Lights, and given a special
blanket by the wind.

9781895555707 hc $16.95
9780773758377 pb $8.95 9x9,
32pp 5+ as the Civil War rages
closer and closer, Selina and
her family must flee to Canada.
When Grandmother decides
she is too old to make the long
journey, her treasured Bear Paw
quilt—which is reproduced on
the end pages of this book—becomes a precious link between
countries and generations.

9780773730182 hc $12.95 9x9,
32pp 5+ Selina has grown a whole
inch since her family fled the Civil
War, but thoughts of Grandmother
are never far away, especially
when Selina touches the Bear Paw
quilt on her bedstead. One day,
news of a surprise visit sends the
entire household into a flurry of
preparation.

Also available in a Spanish language edition
9781550418781 hc $19.95 9781550418835
pb $10.95

9780889953543 hc $19.95
10.25x9.25, 32pp 6+ Three sisters
arrive on the shores of British
Columbia, where their husbands await.
Each joins the husband to whom she
has been promised, and each has her
own way of remembering the family
and country she has left behind.

9780889951549 pb $9.95
8x11, 32pp 6+ The boy misses
his faroff home, especially his
ailing grandmother. But soon
he discovers the extraordinary
stone lion atop the cathedral’s
bell tower, and, perched upon
the lion’s back, he can glimpse
his distant village. On one
suspenseful night, the boy learns
the secret shared by the stone
lion and his grandmother, and he
travels to her bedside to comfort
her on her final journey.

9780195407662 hc $16.95
8x11, 32pp 6+ Elinore is told
to spin straw into gold. An
impossible task. A strange little
man tells Elinore he can, for the
right price. Only her firstborn
child will satisfy the wicked
little man. She’s afraid to make
such a promise.
9781550413403 pb $9.95
8x10, 32pp 6+ When the
fourth-grade bullies confront
Chico in the lunchroom,
he responds wisely with
strengths of his own. This
story of personal triumph is a
testament to the inner strength
in all of us.

9781550413489 pb $7.95
9x9.75, 32pp 4+ When evening
comes, a little girl asks her
mother, “Will you sing the dark
tonight?” With that request,
mother and daughter begin a
unique bedtime ritual.

9781550416619 pb $9.95
9x10.5, 38pp 6+ “What makes
A Screaming Kind of Day
unique, and quite wonderful,
is that Scully’s inability to hear
is not her problem at all. For
much of the book, in fact, it’s
her solution to the problem”
—Quill & Quire starred review
Governor General’s Award

9781550418866 pb $6.95 10x9.75,
32pp 5+ There is so much to see and
do on Uncle John’s Farm. This beautifully
written free verse is a dreamy, evocative
ode to life on a farm. OLA Best Bets

9780773732216 hc $9.95 11x8, 32pp 6+
On her hundredth birthday, Auntie Violet
reminisces with her great grandniece, and
wonders at all the changes that have taken
place in her lifetime. Violet tries to imagine
what she could wish for that hasn’t already
come true. By the time the cake and candles
arrive, she has the perfect answer.

9780773733138 hc $11.95
9781550050622 hc $9.95
8.5x10.5, 32pp 5+ When the
skinny collie limped into Josie’s
life two years ago, it was love at
first sight. The vet had mended
his injured paw, and Josie had
mended his broken heart. But
when Duke gets trapped outside
during a storm, Josie’s head swirls
with questions, fear, and guilt
until the moment she can leave
the storm cellar to look for him.

9780773730922 hc $21.95
9781550050691 pb $9.95
8.25x10.5, 32pp 6+ “An
Afghani boy lives in a muddrenched refugee camp caring
for his mother and sister, and
measuring his life by the next
trip to the well or finding the
next piece of bread. Except,
that is, when he escaped into his
work as an apprentice carpet
weaver.” —Macleans Magazine
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9780889953604 pb $9.95 11x8.5, 32pp
5+ Stephen and his dad enjoy dog
sledding in the mountains with their team
of eight beautiful huskies. But pleasure
almost turns to tragedy when Stephen
finds himself alone on the sled as the dogs
race toward the cliff’s edge. Disaster
seems certain. OLA Best Bets
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9780889951822 hc $14.95 10.75x9, 32pp
5+ While helping repair a fence on their
dairy farm, Matthew encounters something
stronger than his dad: a tornado sweeping
a path of devastation across the prairie.
Thanks to his dad’s quick thinking, they
survive the tornado.

9781550416725 hc $14.95
9781550419481 pb $9.95
9x9.75, 32pp 5+ The boy
hears behind him strange
sounds that get louder and
louder. He wonders if the
dreaded Night Walker has
come to snatch him. Has his
imagination carried him too
far? Ruth Scwartz Award

9780889951532 hc $17.95
9780889951815 pb $9.95 5+ Finally,
Tiger has real cowboy boots for the annual
cattle drive up at Uncle Roy’s ranch. As
the only city kid on the trail, he wants to
make a good impression. But does anyone
notice? There is just too much to do. And
boy—can the trail be rough! By the time
it’s all over, Tiger has learned a whole lot
about what real means.
9781550415322 hc $19.95
9781550418804 pb $9.95
9x9.75, 32pp 5+ What is
following the young witch home
every night past the frightening
statues and the sinister life-like
trees? Before the witch discovers
the identity of “the follower”
young readers will find the
answer to the mystery in the
shadowy illustrations.

9780889951617 pb $6.95 11x9, 32pp
6+ In the home where Cindy lives, no
dogs are allowed, so she must bundle
puppy up when she goes to work as a
cleaning woman in the Hospice. One
patient is so blind with illness that he
can barely see the dog; it looks like a
smudge. But, oh, how nice to hold the
puppy. What is Cindy to do? How will
she care for Smudge?

9781550416954 hc $15.95
9781550416978 pb $6.95 10.5x10,
32pp 5+ Based on a true story, this
book is a delightful tale that children
will love. But it is the subtle, deeper
message—old does not mean
useless—which will have a lasting
impact on readers of all ages.

9780889952584 hc $19.95
9780889953628 pb $9.95
8.25x10.75, 32pp 5+ Amber
lo-o-o-v-e-s Kindergarten. But
the one thing she can’t control
is being picked up on time. Her
father is always late.

9781554550555 hc $19.95
8.75x11.25, 32pp 8+ When a
Japanese Canadian family is
forced to leave their home on
the West Coast for internment
during World War II, the
garden’s old cherry tree sends
out a song of love and peace
as it patiently awaits their
return.
9780889952133 hc $9.95
9x11, 32pp 5+ Thelma Sharp’s
poetic tale of a young girl’s love
for a horse will resonate with
all children who have similar
yearnings.
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9781554550807 hc $21.95
10.5x9.25, 32pp 6+ In this stunning
book, Celia has chosen the Florida
coast to show that even a hurricane’s
most destructive force is an integral
part of a thriving ecosystem.
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9781550418897 hc $21.95
9781554550821 pb $12.95
10.5x9.25, 32pp 6+ A lightning
strike shoots down a tree and ignites
the dry vegetation below. In no time,
the forest is engulfed in flame. Soon
there is nothing left but the charred
ruins of the forest, devoid of life. It
will take many years; but eventually
the forest will return, filled with life
once more.

9781550419658 pb $8.95 10.5x9.25,
40pp 6+ When the people of this
island have barely landed on another
island, the volcano explodes. Soon
there is nothing left of the old island
but a smoking ruin devoid of all life.
Slowly, gradually, the island begins to
support the stirrings of life once more.

9781554550074 hc $21.95
9781554550081 pb $11.95
10x11, 32pp 6+ Set on an island
in Northern Ontario, the Wolf
Island story, based on an actual
event, is a moving chronicle of
what happens when the highest
link in a food chain is removed.
The resultant population growth,
food shortage, and starvation
affect every member of the chain.
Information Book of the Year

9781550418217 pb $6.95
9781550417869 bb $10.95 8x7,
32pp 3+ Children from preschool
through grade one relish the
9780889953642 pb $7.95
8x10.75, 32pp 6+ A beautiful discovery of their place in the
world. Learning the number on
tale of how love passes
their home, the street where they
across generations, from
live, the town or city they call
mother to daughter, to calm
home is a comforting reminder
a wild girl’s heart and make
to children that they belong. Also
her adventurous again. CLA
available in a Spanish language edition
Book of the Year Award for
9781554551088 pb $6.95
Children, IYL White Raven
Award

9781550418880 hc $19.95 8x7,
32pp 4+ This little piggy went to
market, and he’s not alone in this
baker’s dozen of traditional nursery
rhymes set at a farmer’s market.

9781550419610 pb $6.95
9.25x10.75, 32pp 5+ Is there
really magic in Miranda’s
garden? It doesn’t matter if no
one else believes in fairies. On
this enchanted midsummer’s
eve, one little girl’s faith should
be more than enough.

9780773730915 hc $7.95 10.5x8.5,
28pp 5+ It’s very cold in Antarctica, and
the Terra Nova is crowded with animals
and men. Tom the Sailor is looking for a
quiet, cozy place for his pet rabbit. High
in the rigging, down in the hold—where
can little rabbit make her nest? This
true story of Scott’s second voyage to
Antarctica is based on the diaries of men
who sailed on board the Terra Nova.

9780889954090 pb $9.95 11x9, 32pp
5+ On Tumbledown Hill is as imaginative
as a children’s book gets. It’s about a
painter who perseveres in his efforts
to paint despite the mob of monsters
threatening to interrupt his work. As
the text on each page gets shorter and
shorter, the pictures start to come alive,
revealing the secret of the book.
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9781550419429 pb $7.95
Canada Only 9x10, 32pp 6+
Noelie, the kind-hearted goat lady
is befriended by the children living
next door. Noelie’s generosity
comes to light as they learn that
she provides milk to people who
need it as well as sending her
extra goats to poor countries.

9780773757257 pb $8.95
8x11, 24pp 5+ For one small
child who watches through
the window, that mystical time
between wakefulness and
slumber is as peaceful and
comforting as the country
whose name is sleep. Soon,
he too will go there, but not
before he catches a glimpse
of the dreams that will come
to each creature under the
turning stars.

Early Readers

9781550051230 hc $19.95
8.5x10.25, 28pp 5+ Batik artist
Lynn Blaikie calls on Raven to
take the reader on a magical
tour of the North.

9780889952737 hc $19.95
9780889953611 pb $9.95
8.5x11, 32pp 5+ One day on
her way home from school,
Meg finds a tiny swallow
brought down by a sudden
early snowstorm, and she
takes it home to nurse it. Once
it is better, she is reluctant to
let the bird go, but her mother
and the Chinese man both
gently suggest that the bird
needs to be free if it is going
to live.
9780889954212 hc $24.95
11.5x8.5, 32pp All ages Discover
the beauty of the traditional
Round Dance through the lush
descriptive verse of Bouchard and
Willier. Northern Cree teams up
once again with David Bouchard,
providing the translation from
English to Cree and the haunting
drum music on a bound-in book
CD.

9780889953673 hc $24.95 11x9.25,
32pp All ages A poetic story of a
young aboriginal boy, posing questions
to his grandmother, his “Nokum”, about
the wider world beyond the familiarity
of their home and community. Book
and audio CD, combining the written
text in English and Cree. Also available

9780889954069 hc $24.95
8.5x10.75, 32pp All ages This
best-selling Canadian author
reworks Canada’s oldest and
most well-known carol, The
Huron Carol. Written in English
and in Inuktituk, the language
of Canada’s Inuit people, the
book is accompanied by a CD.

Also available in a French/Inuktituk
edition 9780889954137 hc $24.95

in a French/Cree edition 9780889953833
hc $24.95

Jasper’s Great Canadian Adventures. This series was created to introduce children

9781550418118 hc $19.95
9781550418101 pb $9.95 5.5x8,
96pp 8+ An accurate portrayal
of a young fox’s life. A wealth of
factual information about foxes is
carefully woven into a story filled
with adventure and suspense.

9780889952058 pb 61pp
Nick can’t shake off
classroom competition from
Lindsey, who soon becomes
his arch enemy.

to the beauty of Canada. Ages 6+, Grades 1+, 11.5 x 9, 32pp, Hardcover $19.95

The Kids
from Monkey
Mountain.

9780973390803 hc It’s
summertime in the Rocky Mountains
and Jasper is visiting the National
Parks. He explores the wilderness
of Banff, Lake Louise and Jasper,
and finds a monster lurking in the
woods!
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9780973390810 hc Along
the way to the Pacific Ocean,
Jasper explores Kelowna, Tofino,
Vancouver, Victoria, and Whistler,
where he encounters monsters and
whales, and even learns to surf!

9780973390827 hc Jasper
whoops it up at a rodeo, takes
on dinosaurs in Drumheller and
even finds a girlfriend! Come with
Jasper as he discovers jealousy in
others and courage in himself.

9780973390834 hc The
lonely road leads Jasper to
Saskatchewan. Along the way he
finds fun in unexpected places
and learns about extinction from a
cranky buffalo and a wise owl.

9780889952065 pb 61pp
A mysterious monster,
known as the Ooly Gooly,
is roaming through Hope
Springs. On a dare, Lindsey
agrees that she will sleep
out in her backyard one
night.

“A cast of
dynamic, memorable
characters, plenty of humor
(a Staunton trademark)
and well-paced plots with
believable school-age conflicts
and satisfying endings.
Highly recommended.”
—CM Magazine Ages 7+,

Grades 2+, 5.25 x 7.25,
Paperback $6.95

9781550417333 hc $14.95
9781550417357 pb $9.95
5.5x8, 96pp 8+ The world is a
dangerous place for a young
beaver. Jack, along with his three
siblings, learns quickly that even
their lodge is not always safe.

9780889952072 pb 64pp
There are no lengths to
which Travis won’t go to
attract attention to himself,
especially teasing Mary Beth
Harvey. But she may just
have a plan to get him back.

9780889952638 pb
64pp Janice would love
her parents to get back
together and thinks she can
engineer it just in time for
her birthday. But, of course,
that proves harder than she
realizes.

9781550418989 hc $19.95
9781550419009 pb $9.95
5.5x8, 96pp 8+ Although they
can now depend on their mother
for everything, over the next year
the young polar bears have much
to learn before they can live on
their own.

9780889952423 pb 64pp
Mary Beth would rather
wear jeans and own a horse
than wear fancy dresses like
her mother wants. Travis, the
school prankster, has other
ideas.

9780889952416 pb 68pp
Ryan Sweeny is the uncertain
accomplice of Travis. He is
about to discover this may
not be a good idea.

9780889952645 pb
72pp When the Evil Girl
Group—or the rotten
EGGs—decide to make Jeff
a target for their teasing,
life takes a decidedly bad
turn. One of the few outlets
he uses to overcome all
his worries is the cartoon
strip he and his friend Nick
produce.
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Early Readers

Early Readers

3

First Flight © is an exciting series of beginning readers. The series presents titles which include songs, poems,
adventures, mysteries and humour by established authors and illustrators. First Flight © makes the introduction to
reading fun and satisfying for the young reader.

1

9781550415155 hc
9781550415179 pb
These three simple stories
of fun and friendship are
told with all the warmth,
charm and humour we’ve
come to expect from this
acclaimed author.

9781550414097 hc
9781550414073 pb
Omar and his whole class
discovers that there is more
than one way to draw
a picture. TD Canadian
Children’s Grade One
Book
Also available in

Short stories with simple sentences and recognizable words for children eager to read.
Ideal for sharing with your emergent reader. $12.95 hc; $5.95 pb 5.25 x 8.5, 32pp 3+

9781550413953 hc
9781550413878 pb The
rhythmic text makes this the
perfect counting book for
parents to read aloud, while
the simple vocabulary invites
emergent readers to tackle
the story on their own.

2

9781550415100 hc
9781550415117 hc
9781550416510 pb
9781550415087 pb The
9781550415131 pb A
Maggee and Jesse
simple vocabulary in this
young boy and his pussycat
travel to a myriad of
illustrated poem lets new
discover a world of sounds
places to look at sea life
readers follow the process
in this early-level, phonicsthat is every colour of
of change as calves grow
based reader.
the rainbow.
Also
available in picture book
into cows, seeds grow into
format. See p.11
flowers, a river flows into
the sea.
High interest stories and language play for developing readers. Slightly longer sentences
and words may require a little help. $12.95 hc; $5.95 pb 5.25 x 8.5, 32-40pp 5+

9781550415193 hc
9781550415216 pb
Melvin must find a way to
curb his aunt’s enthusiasm
long enough to have some
REAL fun in the big city.

9781550418026 hc
9781550419177 pb Fox
remembers that his uncle’s
house has a blue door, so
when he sets out to visit
him in the city, he should
be easy to find. Will he
find the right one?

picture book format. See p.49

9781550415407 pb
Alice is hoping to have an
extraordinary day. It is her
birthday and she has wished
for something really big.
What surprise will she get?
NF
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More complex themes and plots for the independent reader. These stories have short chapters
with lively illustrations on each page. $12.95 hc; $5.95 pb 5.25 x 8.5, 40-46pp 6+

9781550413830 pb
Grandma is full of
surprises when she takes
Jenny and Joanna on
a special carriage ride
through the snowy streets.

9781550415186 hc
9781550415209 pb
In Maryann Kovalski’s
latest song-filled
adventure, a rainy day
dashes the girls’ hopes
for fun at the beach,
until Grandma’s spirited
ingenuity makes it a day
they’ll never forget.

9781550414011 hc
9781550413991 pb Simple
text encourages new readers
to follow the trials of a baby
robin as he finds the courage
for that first flight.

9781550414110 hc
9781550414134 pb
Join Andrew as a simple
search for a missing
cat turns into a wild
adventure—and turns
the neighbourhood
upside down.

9781550413977 hc
9781550413892 pb
Principal Green recruits
Andrew to deal with the
tidal wave of mittens
that has overtaken the
school.

9781550416442 pb
Sam is not looking
forward to the upcoming
summer vacation until he
meets Simon. Together
they form a club, The
Bats.

9781550416787 pb
Sam and Simon are
saved from the most
boring summer ever
when a movie crew
comes to town!

9781550417234 pb
The two charter
members of the Bat
Club have embarked
on a unique enterprise
to make money
fast—compost tea!

9781550415247 pb
One day a huge
crate arrives on her
doorstep. Breathless
with excitement, Emma
opens the crate to
reveal—an emu!

9781550415162 pb
Ann and Meg embark
on a search for their
fur-trader father with
a group of voyageurs
bound for Grand
Portage.

9781550415063 pb
After secretly buying
a snake, Selby realizes
that keeping it hidden
from her family is far
more difficult than she
thought.

9781550413700 pb
Armed with a new
flashlight and
magnifying glass, Jim
and Gary stumble upon
some stolen gold coins
during a winter storm.

9781550415124 pb
When her best friend
next-door moves away,
Maisie is lost and lonely.
How will she make new
friends?

9781550413625 pb
When Sam and Marina
spot a mermaid in their
parents’ fish shop, they
take her home to hide
her from the adults.

9781550415292 pb
Samantha learns how
to stand up for herself
and, at the same time,
discovers the importance
of forgiveness.

4

9781550415254 hc
9781550415278 pb
Ellen gets more than
she bargained for when
her television brings her
favourite characters to
life in her living room.

9781550419023 hc
9781550419047 pb
Matthew is finally ready
to be the best pirate
of all.

9781550419153 hc
9781550419160 pb
Matthew meets up with
Tooloose the Wrecker, a
wrestler who is looking
for a partner.
Also

available in picture book
format. See p.48

9781550418750 hc
9781550418774 pb
Matthew goes to bed,
thinking about fire
safety, and before he
knows it, he’s on an
imaginative adventure.

Much longer chapters with black line illustrations interspersed throughout the book for
confident, independent readers. $5.95 pb 5.25 x 7.75, 54-104pp 8+

9781550416961 pb
An observant scientist
has to pay attention
to details, and it isn’t
long before Alex starts
to puzzle over the new
kid. Why does Keith
always cover up his
work when she walks
by? Why are there
always flecks of paint
on his clothes and dirt
under his nails?
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Junior

Junior
The Polly McDoodle Mysteries. Her name is Polly McDougall, but she’s a busy and determined
artist, hence the nickname McDoodle. And she’s a detective, with her classmate and partner in crimefighting, Kyle Clay. Polly uses her artistic ability—more accurately, her trained visual memory—to help
unravel the mysteries that they tackle. Ages 9+, Grades 4+, 5.25 x 7.5, Paperback

9781894323192 pb
$7.95 5.5x8, 144pp
8+ Frogger is about
to learn life in his
small town is not as
easy as it should
be for a kid who
just wants to keep
everybody happy.

9781894323178 pb
$7.95 5.5x8, 168pp
8+ Twelve-year
old Bug is penniless
and on the move
again. Thanks to
her dad’s obsessive
entrepreneurial
streak, she finds
herself fleeing the
city under cover of
darkness in search
of a new hometown.

9781550051131 pb
$11.95 5x7.5, 164pp 8+
Pierre travels with three
new friends: Dare, the
terrier that nothing can
scare; Mouse, the loyal
sidekick with a taste
for bugs; and Mew, the
pup who thinks she’s a
cat. Together they call
themselves the Prairie
Dogs. Before long, Pierre
and Dare are head-tohead with the Bull Dogs,
and try to save the life
of the only human in
town they care about.

1912: The Mackenzie Davis
Files. Each book has our hero
unravelling a mystery. Set in the 1900’s,
the fast paced writing and humorous
situations will make the time period come alive.
The authentic historical details will take readers
on a thrilling fiction ride. Ages 9+, Grades 4+,
5.25 x 7.5, Paperback $8.95

9781554550050 pb
$12.95 5x7.5, 133pp 8+
After a surprise encounter
with their old enemy
Bull, Pierre and Dare are
dognapped and taken to
the big city, where they
are kept with other stolen
dogs awaiting purchase
from an unscrupulous pet
store owner.

9781554550357 pb
$11.95 6x8.5, 120pp
8+ Michael’s days as a
happy underachiever are
over when he accidentally
eats a nanochip loaded
with information and
becomes his own worst
nightmare: a know-it-all.

9781550415346 pb
$11.95 5.25x8.25,
152pp 8+ When
popular girl Ashley
mocks her grandpa,
Mina swears revenge at
her annual Holi party.
But isn’t the festival
of colors all about
forgiveness? Silver Birch
Award shortlist

9781550500622 pb $7.95
152pp Who is responsible
for the rash of burglaries
in twelve-year-old Polly
McDoodle’s apartment
building? The police believe
it is an inside job. Could
one of Polly’s neighbours
be a thief?

9781550501339 pb $7.95
192pp Polly’s neighbour
Erin is a mystery herself.
What’s she so afraid of?
And what’s she got against
Polly? If Polly wants to solve
the mystery of the polluted
lake, she may have to
figure out what’s bugging
Erin first.

9781550501681 pb
$7.95 182pp “I didn’t do
it.” Polly is innocent of
smashing things in the mall
and painting magpies
everywhere, but with
people mistrustig anyone
who’s a teenager, she’s
going to have to find out
who did it.

9781550502152 pb $8.95
190pp As that beloved
sketching sleuth Polly
McDoodle tries to track
down the daring mailbox
robbers, she doesn’t have
to look for a suspect—she
has too many.

9781550502930 pb $8.95
200pp Polly McDougall
and Kyle Clay take on
their biggest challenge yet,
tackling an international
mystery while on a trip to
see the wonders of Italy.

The Dinosaur Adventures. Award-winning
author Judith Silverthorne has written engaging
and informative novels sure to appeal to anyone
with an interest in dinosaurs. With equal elements
of humour, suspense and popular science, the Dinosaur
Adventures are truly charming stories. Ages 9+, Grades 4+,
5.25 x 7.5, Paperback $7.95

Ghost
Voyages.

9781550503265 pb
168pp Twelve-year-old
Mackenzie Davis helps
catch the sinister thieves
preying on Saskatoon in
1912 and learns to make
his own judgements about
the people he meets.
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9781550503739 pb 176pp
All Mack Davis wants to do
is go to the 1912 Exhibition
in Saskatoon and watch
that aerial daredevil the
Birdman. But on the way he
and his Chinese friend Jin
are grabbed by a gang of
burglars.

9781550502268 pb 208pp
How can the remains of
long-dead dinosaurs help
save a modern family farm?

9781550502947 pb 208pp
Twelve-year-old Daniel
Bringham travels back
millions of years to the time
of dinosaurs—a terrifying
journey from which he may
never return.

9781550503449 pb 204pp
Daniel Bringham once
again travels back to the
time of dinosaurs to learn
more about the prehistoric
creatures he loves. This
time he has an unexpected
companion.

9781550501971 pb $7.95
120pp In this reissue of a
great Canadian favourite,
Jeremy discovers how
to travel back in time to
the decks of ships from
Canada’s past, using the
stamps and magnifying
glass left to him by his
grandfather.

9781550501988 pb $6.95
120pp In this sequel to
Ghost Voyages, stamp
traveler Jeremy is once
again aboard famous
Canadian sailing ships of
the past, this time sailing
with John Cabot as he
claims Newfoundland for
England.

9781550503050 pb
$7.95 136pp Jeremy’s
third amazing voyage is
on Captain Cook’s famous
ships—the Endeavour
and the Resolution—to
Antarctica, Vancouver
Island, Australia, and
Hawaii.

9781550503746 pb
$7.95 128pp Jeremy’s
going on more amazing
voyages, this time with
both Canadian explorers
Samuel de Champlain and
Jacques Cartier, and also
on what could be a deadly
boat race in modern-day
Australia.

“The fast pace of
Ghost Voyages
will make this particularly
appealing to boys, but
Cora Taylor’s use of thrills,
humour and intriguing plot
situations make this a good
read for all.” —Children’s
Book News Ages 8+,
Grades 3+, 5.25 x 7.5,
Paperback
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Middle Grade

9780773674790 mm
$6.99 4.25x7, 204pp
8+ With busy parents,
a sister who’s too cool
for words, and two
best friends suddenly
dating each other,
Elizabeth could use a
little unconditional love,
like her dog Beauty, the
seeing eye dog she is
training.
For books

9781897235423 pb
$10.95 5.25x7.5, 144pp
9+ This is a story of
courage and choice where
a physically-challenged
young athlete has to find
her own heroes and fight to
overcome all obstacles in
order to play her beloved
game of soccer.
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9781550503906 pb $8.95
5.25x7.5, 144pp 11+ Still
reeling from the sudden
death of her composer
father, 13-year-old Katie
faces bullies at school, her
mother’s weird new friends,
and a mystery that must be
solved before it’s too late.

9781894345903 pb
$10.95 5.25x7.5, 311pp
9+ An original and classic
boy adventure story about
baseball, friendship and
trouble that celebrates
the behavioral realities of
young boys by capturing
their quirks, games, and
authentic catch-phrase
dialogue.

2 and 3 of the Beauty
trilogy, see A Different
Kind of Beauty and
Beauty Returns on p.74

9781550415735 hc
$19.95 9781550415759
pb $11.95 5.25x8.5,
208pp 8+ Jake and his
sister, Shoshona, take
a community-provided
school bus four times
a year on the long
overnight journey through
New York State to visit
their mother in jail.

Middle Grade

9781550417197 hc $19.95
9781554550722 pb
$11.95 5.5x8, 192pp 10+
“The sudden, devastating
changes wrought by the
plague on orderly monastic
life is ably captured, and
middle-graders fascinated
by matters medieval will
want to add this to their
reading list.” —The Bulletin
of the Center for Children’s
Books Mr. Christie’s Book
Award Silver
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9781550419450 hc $21.95
9781550415902 pb $14.95
6x7.75, 424pp 11+ A
fantastic world and a stirring
adventure; and Calantha,
impatient and stubborn,
dreamy and single-minded
is an entirely human heroine
whose personal journey goes
straight to the heart. OLA Red
Maple Award shortlist

9781554551064 pb $12.95
5x7.5, 24pp 10+ After
their mother dies tragically,
Libertad and his little
brother Julio live by their
wits and what little they can
earn as marimba musicians
in Guatemala City. Soon
the two will head out on the
long and dangerous journey
to the Rio Grande River,
where they plan to cross the
border to America and find
their father.

9781554551040 pb
$11.95 5x7.5, 192pp 12+
The discovery of a colony
of feral cats gives Travis
a chance to put aside
his own problems to care
for them, a decision that
results in more satisfaction,
and more danger, than he
could ever have imagined.

9781897235430 pb
$10.95 5.25x7.5, 279pp
9+ Kim is highly skilled but
not the rough and tumble
kind of hockey player who
dominates the ice.

9781550417821 pb $8.95
5.5x8, 251pp 10+ Kour’el
awakens to find herself
enclosed in a tower prison,
alone, in pain and her
memory gone. Bit by bit,
she recalls who she is and
where she came from.

9781550419290 hc $8.95
5.5x8, 230pp 10+ A chill
wind is blowing through
the skies of the flying
ones, and once again the
dragon Api’Naga and his
companion Kour’el are on a
mission: to find the source
of the evil that is disturbing
their land.

9781550503623 pb $7.95
5.25x7.5, 120pp 8+ Josh
and his sister Maddy are
returning to Calgary from
a vacation on Vancouver
Island when a ring Maddy
finds on the ferry leads
them to thrilling adventures
in a magical world.

9781897235201 pb
$12.95 5.5x8.5, 197pp
8+ A spell-binding tale
combining a fascination
with magic, a bit of
sleuthing, and the charm
of adolescent antics
with a unique slant on
historical witch-hunts.

The Spy Who Wasn’t There.
A series of globetrotting espionage
combined with magical hijinks and family
dynamics. Thirteen-year-old twins,
Maggie and Jennifer, are a true odd couple—one
serious and responsible, the other flighty, funloving
and easily bored. Ages 9+, Grades 4+, 5.25 x 7.5,
Paperback $8.95

9781550503159 pb 272pp
Thirteen-year-old twins, one
of whom has discovered a
magical spell that makes
her temporarily invisible,
wind up on a Greek cruise
ship with their grandmother,
battling spies and trying to
rescue their father.

9781550503531 pb 180pp
Twins Maggie and Jennifer
aren’t looking for another
mystery when they join
the girls’ adventurous
grandmother on a Mexican
holiday. Then they run into
the crooks, and the gun
runners, and the CIA agent.

9781897235171 pb
$12.95 5.5x8.5, 176pp
8+ Set against a
backdrop of rising
Canadian nationalism,
The Youngest Spy follows
the extraordinary exploits
of a fourteen-year-old
Canadian boy, caught
up in the drama of the
American Civil War.

9780773672796 pb
$5.95 5x7, 108pp 8+
In 1897, Dawson City on
the banks of the Yukon
River was the scene of
the greatest gold rush the
world has ever known...
the Klondike Gold Rush. So
Henry and Sarah Thorpe
stow away aboard a
ship and search for their
father—the first of many
hardships to come.

9780889953789 pb
$9.95 5.25x7.5, 140pp
9+ Although he has Fetal
Alcohol Spectrum Disorder
and struggles with many
things that typical kids
take for granted, Billy’s
curiosity and warmth
intrigue Natasha, and the
two children develop a
friendship that gives them
the strength and courage
to reveal their deepest
secrets and to reach for
their dreams.

Disaster Strikes! These stories feature young people
caught in the midst of actual Canadian historical events.
Events of the dramatic kind. Readers get to experience all
the drama of being involved in such circumstances, while at
the same time learning the details of significant points in Canada’s
history. Ages 9+, Grades 4+, 5.25 x 7.5, Paperback $8.95

9781550503081 pb
200pp Twelve-year-old
Janey Kane grows from a
spoiled, untested kid into a
capable and courageous
young woman through time
travel to four different
points in Edmonton’s past.

9781550503432 pb
168pp Thirteen-yearold Nathalie Vaughan
struggles to save friends
and neighbours on the night
of Canada’s Frank Slide
disaster. OLA Silver Birch
Award finalist

9781550503760 pb
208pp Two young teens,
Jack Gordon and Henry
Addison, meet when the
Great Lakes cruise ship, the
Noronic, docks at Ward
Island, part of the “Toronto
islands,” in Lake Ontario
in the summer of 1949, just
before the ship catches
fire—with Henry on board.
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